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Dear reader,

We regret that another year has passed since we last 
published “News” from Adopsjonsforum. While our 
ambition has been to produce this newsletter twice a year, 
time constraints have made this impossible lately.

Continued increase in adoption numbers in 2010
From 2004 to 2008 it was an international trend that 
adoption figures went steeply down in many countries. The 
result is a problem of growing queues and longer adoption 
processes for most applicants. In 2008 Adopsjonsforum 
had the lowest intercountry adoption figures in 25 years. 
Fortunately, this trend was broken in 2009, and the 
positive trend continued in 2010. Below, you will find the 
total number of Adopsjonsforum’s adoptions over the past 
four years.

Colombia back on top
In 2010 Colombia was again the number one country of 
origin for children adopted to Norway through our 
association. China and Colombia have been the two top 
countries over the last decade:

Country 2007 2008 2009 2010
China 75 47 62 40 
Colombia 84 48 42 7�
Ethiopia 33 26 39 38
Philippines �3 6 �0 �5
Chile 4 6 �0 ��
India 5 5 9 6
Sri Lanka 2 5 5 6
Peru 6 7 2 4
Nepal 2 4 - 4
Madagascar - - - 2
Bolivia 6 4 � �
Russia � - - -
Total 231 158 180 198

There are three accredited adoption associations in 
Norway, and last year the other two had lower numbers 
than in 2009. For this reason the total combined figure for 
all associations went marginally down from 347 in 2009 to 
343 in 2010. 

Children with special needs
A major reason why the number of children adopted 
through Adopsjonsforum has increased over the last two 
years, is that more families have agreed to adopt children 
with special needs. In the Norwegian system a child is 
defined as a child with special needs if it either belongs to 
a sibling group, is above the age of 5 years or if it has a 
disability or another health challenge. 

Norwegian families cannot get a general advance approval 
for an adoption of children with special needs. When we 
search for parents for children with special needs, the 
prospective adoptive parents have to make an extra 
application to a professional committee of the Norwegian 
Central Authority for adoptions. The committee may review 
up to three Norwegian families, in order to identify which 
couple is best qualified to meet the special needs of the 
child/children. Only after such an extra approval, the 

procedure for adoption may continue abroad. 

This type of adoptions continued in 2010, but slowed down 
in China towards the end of the year because of a 
mismatch between the Chinese and Norwegian 
regulations. The Norwegian adoption associations are in 
dialogue with the Central Authority, The Directorate for 
Children, Youth and Family Affairs, in order to find a 
solution to this. 

The children adopted are on average older than before. In 
2008 only 7 % of the children were above 4 years when 
they arrived to Norway. This figure increased to 17 % in 
2009 and to 18 % in 2010. For the first time in decades a 
12 year old child was adopted through Adopsjonsforum last 
year. 

The gender distribution has changed somewhat the past 
two years. For many years girls have been in majority 
among the adopted children, but the majority was boys 
in 2009 (54 %) and 2010 (52 %). A major reason for this 
change may be found in the statistics from China. While 
adoptees from China were previously predominantly girls, 
almost 45 % of the children Adopsjonsforum mediated from 
China last year were boys.  

Ketil Lehland: Knight of the Order of St. Olav
The former director of Adopsjonsforum, Mr. Ketil Lehland, 
was on the 26th February 2010 made a Knight of the Order 
of St. Olav. This is a reward given by the King of Norway 
to citizens that have made remarkable efforts in their 
specific profession or in society at large. The reward was 
presented to him on his 68th birthday by the former presi-
dent of the Norwegian Parliament, Mrs. Kirsti Kolle Grøn-
dahl. In her speech she explained that Mr. Lehland got his 
order because of his tireless efforts for children’s right to 
have a family, and for his contribution to improve national 
and international systems and regulations for intercountry 

The former director of Adopsjonsforum, Mr. Ketil Lehland, was on 
the 26th February 2010 made a Knight of the Order of St. Olav. Mr. 
Lehland got his order because of his tireless efforts for children’s 
right to have a family, 

adoptions. Mr. Lehland was the head of the secretariat of 
Adopsjonsforum from 1982 to 2004, and continued as a 
senior adviser in the association until he retired in 2009. 
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Development Co-operation. 

Two projects received support from Norad in 2010 – a rural 
development project in Nepal, and a project for 
community based rehabilitation of handicapped children 
through Handicap National in Ethiopia. About 30 projects in 
10 countries received support from Adopsjonsforum’s aid 
organization Assistance to Children including fundraising 
for orphanages in Chile after the earthquake. For further 
information, look at the web page: 
www.adopsjonsforum.no/bistand.

New countries of co-operation
In 2010 the first two families came home with children from 
Madagascar. Adopsjonsforum worked in the country from 
1987 to 1990, and our co-operation is now re-established 
with the same representative as we had 20 years ago. 

In January 2011 we finally got a positive answer to our 
application to start adoption co-operation with Mali in 
West-Africa. The Norwegian Central Authority has allowed 
us to send up to 5 test-cases to the country in 2011–2012. 
A visit to Mali will take place soon, in order to finalize the 
necessary arrangements with the authorities in Mali. 

Adopsjonsforum has been given the green light to 
re-establish co-operation with Guatemala by our Central 
Authority. However, we are still waiting for a decision from 
the new Central Authority in Guatemala regarding which 
countries they want to co-operate with through their new 
adoption system. Adopsjonsforum has in earlier years 
facilitated 230 adoptions from Guatemala, and the vice-
chairperson of our National Board is herself adopted from 
the country. 

EurAdopt meeting in Norway
From the 28th to the 31st of October 2010, adoption organi-
zations from 10 European countries were represented 
at the Open Days and the bi-annual General Meeting of 
EurAdopt in Oslo. EurAdopt is an association of adoption 
organisations in 12 Western European countries. In 2009 
almost 3,200 children were adopted through EurAdopt’s 
members. EurAdopt’s main purpose is to ensure that the 
“best interests of the child” always remains the highest 
priority in any adoption process.
 

Government report on adoption policies – changes still 
pending.
In October 2009, a government appointed expert 
committee presented a 400 page well-documented report 
on adoptions and adoption policies. The report was 
commissioned by the previous Minister of Children and 
Equality, and reviewed the legislation, the approval system 
for prospective adoptive parents, post-adoption work, etc. 
All interested parties were invited to give their comments 
to the report at a public hearing, and all statements were 
received by the Ministry in May 2010. 

Since that time the Ministry has not made any public 
statement regarding the adoption report. It is expected 
that Stortinget (the Parliament of Norway) will receive a 
government white paper on possible changes in the adop-
tion system, but no time-frame for this process has been 
announced. Any law changes may take time, while 
administrative adjustments may be made quicker. 

One of the recommendations of the report has already 
been implemented. In the budget for 2011 Stortinget 
approved a new and separate budget line for support to the 
adoption associations. The amount provided is modest, but 
is still a significant increase compared with previous years. 

Chairperson re-elected
Adopsjonsforum is not a commercial adoption agency, but 
a democratic, non-profit membership association. In 2010 
the association had close to 3,700 member families 
organized through 17 regional branches. Every year there 
is a National Meeting where representatives of the 
branches make policy decisions, approve accounts and 
budgets, and elect the National Board of the 
association. At the meeting in April 2010, Mr. Kai 
Skaugerud, was re-elected for a new two-year period as 
chairperson. The board has 8 elected members and 1 
member appointed by the staff. There was little change 
in the leadership in 2010, since only one board member 
stepped down and was replaced by an experienced, former 
chairperson of the Association.

“Motherland tours”
In 2010, Adopsjonsforum for the first time organized official 
“Motherland tours”. Many adoptive have travelled back to 
the children’s country of origin, but such tours have been 
private initiatives. Adopsjonsforum organized the first 
official tour to India early in 2010 and the second tour to 
China in autumn 2010. A third trip is organized for 
Ethiopia in February/March 2011. Depending upon the 
interest among the members, similar tours may be offered 
to several other countries in the future. 

Assistance for children
Adopsjonsforum’s humanitarian and development work for 
children continued to grow in 2010. There is a trend that 
some “old” projects for support to orphanages are being 
phased out, and more development oriented projects are 
proposed. There are two main reasons for this. Norwegian 
authorities demand that adoption processes and 
humanitarian projects must be clearly separated. There 
should be a clear “arms length” distance between the two 
activities – in particular financially. The other reason is that 
a clear development orientation is necessary in order to get 
support from Norad – the Norwegian Directorate for 

Adopsjonsforum’s humanitarian and development work for children 
continued to grow in 2010. Photo: IRIN News.

http://www.adopsjonsforum.no/bistand
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EurAdopt had chosen the theme of “good practice in 
international adoption” for the meeting. The theme was 
chosen because the Hague Conference, which finalized 
the adoption convention of 1993, is now working on the 
second Guide to good practice for how the convention is to 
be understood and practiced. The guide will provide advice 
to governments on what should be required for approval of 
accredited bodies.  
 
Several aspects were discussed from the perspective of 
good practice. Swiss expert Isabelle Lammerant pointed 
out that the number of children available for adoption is 
decreasing, while international demand is rising. 
Simultaneously, pressure placed on the countries of origin 
increases along with the risk that children may get adopted 
in an unethical manner. With respect to this tendency, 
EurAdopt members need to make an effort to avoid being 
guilty of abuse of children’s rights, Lammerant said. 
 
Dr. Benyam Mezmur from the University of the Western 
Cape in South Africa lectured on adoption laws in African 
countries, which is constantly under modernization. In this 
lies the opportunity that more children can be adopted from 
the African continent. At the same time Mezmur had a clear 
warning:  
- It’s important not to confuse homeless children with 
children under alternative care. It is said that millions of 
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Chand Torsvik – who was adopted from India to Norway in 1983 
–  had a number one hit on the pop charts in 2010 called 
“Diamanten” (“The Diamond”).

children in Africa are adoptable – this is not true, he said. 
Marlène Hofstetter from Swiss Terre des Hommes focused 
on financial support from receiving countries:  
- Many receiving countries help African countries 
building child welfare systems, with an increasing number 
of orphanages as a result. And what do they expect back? 
More children. Which they also receive, Hofstetter said.  
 
- Ethics is to be able to see your child in his eyes when 
telling him how he was adopted, said Janice Peyré from 
the French organization Enfance & Famille d’Adoption 
(EFA). She mentioned Haiti as a country with many 
unethical adoptions lately.  
- We saw airplanes arrive with children in the US, the 
Netherlands and France. Many of the waiting adoptive 
parents had not even been given the court order advocated 
by the Haitian authorities. Everything else came in front of 
the children’s interests in this case, said Peyré.  
 
Ethiopia meeting in Brussels
11 of EurAdopt’s member associations work in Ethiopia, 
and EurAdopt called a meeting on this country in 
Brussels on 13th December 2010. There is a growing 
concern among the member associations about the 
adoption situation in the country. There are many actors in 
the field of adoptions, and it is a challenge for the Ethiopian 
authorities to monitor all orphanages and adoption 
mediators. EurAdopt plan to hold a meeting in Ethiopia late 
March 2011, and has encouraged Central Authorities in 
receiving states to assist the Government of Ethiopia in 
their effort to ratify the 1993 Hague Convention on 
intercountry adoptions.
 
EurAdopt currently has 29 member organizations from 12 
European countries. Adopsjonsforum is a founding 
member of EurAdopt. For further information, take a look at 
EurAdopt’s web page: http://portal.euradopt.org.

Adopted celebrities
In late 2009 Chand Torsvik – who was adopted from India 
to Norway in 1983 – won the talent competition “X Factor” 
broadcasted by a major Norwegian TV channel. Torsvik 
plays popular music typical for the region Trøndelag in 
Central Norway, where he grew up. He had a number one 
hit on the pop charts in 2010 called “Diamanten” (“The 
Diamond”).

Hard punching professional boxer Cecilia Brækhus 
– adopted from Colombia to Norway in the early eighties 
– did by all standards meet the expectations of her fans 
in 2010. In May, October and November, she defended 
her WBA, WBO and WPBF championship belts and won, 
settling one fight by point score and the other two with a 
knockout. Brækhus is one of the star boxers of her German 
management Sauerland Event.
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